
English 2140-50 – Creative Writing 
Introduction to Poetry Writing 

Fall 2010 
“Poetry is not a profession, it is a destiny.” ~ Mikhail Dudan 
Instructor: Chelsi Sutton-Linderman 
Office: BRN 112 A, Phone: 652-7868, Office Hours: MW 2:00-3:00 PM, and 4:15-5:15 PM, T 4:30-5:15 
Email: Sutton@dixie.edu Cell Phone: 435-512-3705 (call/text until midnight, tell me who you are in texts). 
Course Meeting Time: T 5:15-7:45 in MCD 207  CRN: 44546  
Materials: The following are required for this course: 

• In The Palm of Your Hand  Steve Kowit  ISBN:0884481492 
• Collection of Poetry of your choosing ** 
• Manilla Folder for Poetry File 
• Folder or binder for Portfolio 

Course Requirements: Students will be required to read and discuss all assigned texts,  and complete the assigned 
exercises from those texts. Students can expect to write at least three poems a week, one of which will be work-shopped 
weekly via blackboard by peers. Throughout the semester each student will also participate in a face-to-face workshop 
three times in class. Students will write, revise and turn in ten quality poems in a portfolio at the conclusion of the 
semester. Students will write one five page paper, memorize a poem at least 12 lines in length, participate in an open-mic 
reading, and take a timed final exam. Students will also research, orally present their findings about, and submit their 
work to one literary journal. 
Course Description, Goals & Student Outcomes can be found on-line at: 
http://new.dixie.edu/english/File/ENGL%202140.pdf  
Important Semester Deadlines can found on-line at http://new.dixie.edu/reg/?page=schedule  
 
Course Overview: 
“Writing a poem is discovering.” ~ Robert Frost 
Welcome to Creative Writing 2140, Introduction to Poetry Writing. In this course we will spend the semester studying, 
crafting, workshopping and revising poems about various subjects in various forms. Sometimes, students mistakenly view 
creative writing classes as “easy” or “fly-by” courses. This is not the case. It is important to understand that this course is 
a demanding creative writing class. In order for the course structure to work well and for students to gain the most from 
the coursework, it is imperative  to stay up-to-date and on task. You are expected to write three to five poems weekly. You 
must take at least one of those poems to the next level, workshopping it in your small group, and three of those poems will 
be taken to the next level: full class workshop. Simultaneously, you will be reading text selections about the craft of 
writing poetry, researching publication journals and reading great amounts of poetry. If you can commit to this workload  
you will emerge a stronger mind, able to more effectively understand, discuss, write and critique poetry. If you cannot 
commit to putting your full effort into this class, it is strongly suggested that you drop the course before the drop/add 
deadline. There is a long list of students at DSC who want to take the few creative writing classes available. If you do not 
think this course is for you, drop sooner rather than later so another can take your place.  
 
CourseWork: 
“Poetry surrounds us everywhere, but putting it on paper is, alas, not so easy as looking at it.” ~Vincent van Gogh 
Your coursework can be best explained if you consider it in the context of an average week in the course. Each Tuesday 
that we meet you will be assigned a reading chapter from the class text. You will complete that reading throughout the 
week, and also complete the poem-writing prompts at the end of the chapter. You will keep these prompts in a notebook 
or computer file (you will be asked to hand this file in at random throughout the semester)*. You will select one of the 
poems that you wrote throughout the week to post in a small group forum on BlackBoard on a day of your choosing 
during the week. Your assigned classmates will look at and respond to this poem, and you will look at and respond to 
theirs. This means you will also be reading and critiquing three poems per week. This is an average week in class. 



 
You will also be presenting a poem for a full-class workshop three times over the course of the semester. You will be 
responding in detail to the poems presented in full-class workshop each week.  
 
At the mid-term point in the semester, you must choose a volume of contemporary poetry to read and examine in a 5 page 
paper .** 
 
Toward the end of the semester you will research a literary journal that publishes poetry. You will present your findings to 
the class. You will be required to send some of your work to at least one publication. You will also select ten of your 
strongest poems, revise them and submit them as a portfolio*** for grading.  
 
During week 16 you will participate in an open-mic poetry reading as a class. 
 
The final for this course is comprised of a short-timed exam, and the recitation by each student of a memorized poem of 
their choosing. Poem must be at least 12 lines in length.  
 
*Working Poetry File 
“I put a piece of paper under my pillow, and when I could not sleep I wrote in the dark.” ~ Henry David Thoreau 
 
Not every poem a poet writes will be stellar. It takes many “working” poems to eventually create a poem worth 
workshopping, presenting and publishing. To this end, students will write a great amount of poetry in this class. They will 
keep these poems in a working poetry file. Your poetry file will be comprised of responses to the chapter exercises, and 
any other rough draft or brainstorming poetry you will want to do. The only people who have to see your poetry file are 
yourself and the instructor. Remember, these poems do not have to be great, your file should be a place where you 
experiment.  You should have 43 entries by the conclusion of the semester.  Your file will be graded four times during the 
semester, so it is important you keep it up to date. Your files will be selected in random order for grading. I will request 
your file the week before your file is due. You are responsible to bring your file to class for me the following week. Each 
time your file is graded it is worth 25 pts, for a semester total of 100 pts.  
 
Poetry Workshops 
 “The beautiful part of writing is that you don’t have to get it right the first time, unlike, say, a brain surgeon, You can 
always do it better, find the exact word, the apt phrase, the leaping simile.”~Robert Cormier 
 
Much of this class will be spent discussing each other’s poetry in small group and full-class workshops. It is important 
when workshopping a piece to be kind and respectful, but also open and honest. Workshops cannot function correctly if 
no one will critique each other’s work. Nor can they function correctly if everyone simply shreds everyone else’s work. 
What we want to achieve in this class is a good balance of complimenting writers on the good things they are already 
doing, and suggesting ways they might take their poem to the next level.  You will begin each workshop session by first 
working to understand the subject and story of the poem – what is happening in the text on a literal level. You will then 
discuss what is already working in the poem. Finally you will suggest ways the writer can take the poem to the next level. 
The author of a poem being workshopped is not allowed to talk during the workshop. The amount of feedback you are 
responsible to give your classmates depends on the type of workshop you are participating in: 

• Small group workshops – in your small groups each person will choose a day that they will post a poem on 
BlackBoard. This can be the same day, or each can choose a different day of the week. The important thing is that 
you give yourself a realistic timeline that you can commit to. After the poems are posted you must log onto 
blackboard and provide at least a paragraph length response to each of your group mate’s poems. This must all be 
done before class on Tuesday. Each time you post a poem it is worth 25 pts. 25 X 16=400. Your feedback to your 
classmates is worth 30 pts each week (10 pts per poem) 30 X16=480 



• Full class workshops: You will present a poem for a full-class workshop three times through the semester. You 
are responsible to print off enough copies for each member of class and hand them out the week prior to your 
workshop. You receive 50 pts for each workshop. 3 X 50=150.  When responding to your classmate’s full class 
workshop poems you are expected to take extensive notes on the printed copy of the poem given you. You will 
sign these sheets with your name and return them to the author at the end of their workshop. You must have your 
responses written before class (though you can add to them during workshop). Each of these written responses is 
worth 10 pts. 10X51=510. The authors must keep all of the response sheets given to them. These will be turned in 
with their poetry portfolios.  
 

Note about material brought to Workshop 
“Poetry is not a turning loose of emotion, but an escape from emotion; it is not the expression of personality but 
an escape from personality. But, of course, only those who have personality and emotion know what it means to 
want to escape from these”~ Emily Dickinson 
Because of the open-forum nature of poetry workshops, it is important that you do not submit a piece to 
workshop that you are not 100% comfortable being discussed in a complimentary and critical way. You should 
not bring in work so sacred that you are likely to get defensive about it, or be offended by others’ comments.  
 
**Poetry Collection of your Choosing 
You are responsible to choose and read a collection of contemporary poetry in anticipation of writing a paper 
discussing the work. You may choose any contemporary collection. Some suggested authors are: Mark Doty, 
Sharon Olds, Barbara Kingsolver, David Bottoms, David Lee, Ken Brewer, Niaomi Nihab Shi, Michael 
Sowder, Star Coulebrooke, Kay Ryan, Ted Kooser, Rita Dove Louise Gluck, Billy Collins, etc. Your essay 
should be composed of a three page academic discussion of the author’s work, and a two page reflection on 
what you have learned from their poetry and how to incorporate it into your own writing.   Your paper is worth 
100 pts. 
 
***Poetry Portfolio 
Submitted at the end of the semester, your poetry portfolio should include ten polished poems. The ten must 
include: 

1 poem with a controlling metaphor 
1 poem based on a photo 
1 found poem 
1 villanelle or sonnet 
3 haiku (equals 1 poem) 
5 of your choosing 
*all of class feedback from 3 full class workshops 

Your portfolio is worth 100 points 
 
Class Attendance and Participation 
Class attendance and participation is key to the success of this course. Because this class meets only once a week, you 
may only miss class once before your grade begins to be negatively impacted. Note that missing class once is the 
equivalent of missing three sessions in another class. Because we have so much to cover in each of our sessions, it is also 
very important that you come to class on time. If you are less than ten minutes late you are considered tardy. Five tardies 
equals one absence in my book. If you are more than 10 minutes late for class you are counted as absent. Similarly, if you 
leave class early, ten minutes or more, you are counted as absent. If you are absent during a full class workshop it is your 
responsibility to get your feedback to your classmates. Remember, each of those full-workshop feedback sheets are 



weighted in your final grade.  I will grant excused absences only in cases of extreme emergency. Participation in 
workshop and class discussions of reading is worth 100 pts. 
 
It is also vital that you participate fully in the blackboard sections of this course with your small group. I will check these 
posts weekly, and your posts and responses are weighted in your final grade.  
 
If you stop attending class If you stop attending class, it is your responsibility to drop the class before that 
semester’s drop deadline.  This deadline date for Fall Semester 10 is Monday, October 18th. 
 
Classroom Expectations: 
The classroom is an academic learning environment, and this means the following rules of behavior are expected at all 
times: 

• When someone else is speaking, either the instructor or a student, no one else should be talking. 
• You may eat, drink or chew gum in class so long as those activities are not distracting. 
• You are always prepared with the day’s material 
• Treat everyone courteously and professionally at all times 
• Cell phones and all other hand-held devices (ipods etc) are not to be used during class. They must be turned off or 

on silent. If your phone rings, or you are texting during class, or you have your i-pod buds in your ears you can 
make up that distraction to the rest of the class the following period by either  

1- Giving an extra oral report on a topic of my choosing 
2- Bringing pizza and drinks for the class 

  
Other Resources: 
Writing Center The college provides a free service for students desiring additional assistance with their 
writing assignments in all courses.  The Writing Center is located in the first floor of the Browning Bldg.  Call 
652‐7743 for hours and more information. 

Online Writing Lab You can consult the Online Writing Lab website for information on a variety of issues 
related to writing, and for numerous links to relevant web‐sites.  This page will be the template for our 
documentation because it accurately reflects the most recent changes in MLA documentation and style.  To 
reach the page, type the following link in your browser http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl/, or go to the DSC home page, 
scroll to “Academics,” and select “Online Writing Lab.”   

 Disability Statement If you are a student with a documented physical or mental impairment, then proper 
documentation of that disability is required in order to receive services or accommodations.     The Center 
Coordinator and staff can also assist you in analyzing your eligibility for services.  Any student eligible for and 
requesting reasonable academic accommodations due to a disability must provide a letter of accommodation 
to their professor from the Disability Resource Center within the first two weeks of the beginning of classes.  
Please contact the Center on the main campus to follow through with the documentation process.  The center 
is located in the Student Services Center, Edith Whitehead Building, Room #201, or you may call for an 
appointment and further information regarding the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) at 652‐7516. 

 Use of your DMail Please read about and be sure to activate your dmail account. 
https://www.google.com/a/dmail.dixie.edu  

The Library has wonderful poetry collections and instructional texts. http://library.dixie.edu/  



 

Point Breakdown 

Assignment  Points Possible  Your Score 
Poetry File Check 1  25   
Poetry File Check 2  25   
Poetry File Check 3  25   
Poetry File Check 4  25   

Small Group Poem Posts  400 (25 each)   
Small Group Feedback  480 (10 pts per feedback – 30 pts 

weekly) 
 

Full Class Workshop  150 (50 pts each)   
Full Class Workshop feedback  510 (10 pts each)   
Paper on Poetry Collection  100   
Presentation on Journal  50   

Portfolio  100   
Final Test  50   

Recited Poem  50   
Attendance & Participation  100   

TOTAL  2090   
To calculate your grade at any point during the semester, use the following formula:  Take the total number of 
points you have earned from the “Your Score” column and divide it by the total number of points possible from 
the “Assignment Weight” column. 
 
A 100% --95% 
A- 94%--90%  
B+ 89%--86%  
B 85%--83% 
B- 82%--80% 
C+ 79%--76%  
C 75%--73% 
C- 72%-70% 
D+ 69%--66% 
D 65%--63% 
D- 63%--60% 
F 59% and Below 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Engl. 2140 Fall 2010 Calendar 
 Monday Tuesday Wed Thur Fri 

Week 1 August 23 – Classes 
start 

pp.246-251 
pp.1-6 

*These readings are due the following 
period from when they are assigned 

Last day 
to add 
w/o 

signature 

  

Week 2 August 30 
Drop fee begins 

pp. 8-20 
BB posting complete before class 

   

Week 3 Sept. 6 
LABOR DAY 

pp. 37-47 
BB posting complete before class 

   

Week 4 Sept. 13 
Last day for refund 

pp. 21-29 
pp.169-180 

BB posting complete before class 

  Last day to 
add  

Week 5 Sept. 20 
 

pp. 31-35 
pp.48-54 

BB posting complete before class 

   

Week 6 Sept. 27 pp. 55-63 
BB posting complete before class 

  Graduation 
apps due 

Week 7 Oct. 4 pp. 64-78 
BB posting complete before class 

Choose poetry volume

 Semester Break 

Week 8 Oct. 11 pp. 78-87 
BB posting complete before class 

Must choose poetry Volume by today, 
Bring your book to class

   

Week 9 Oct. 18 – Last day to 
drop/audit classes 

pp. 88-100 
BB posting complete before class 

   

Week 
10 

Oct. 25 pp. 102-110 
BB posting complete before class 

   

Week 
11 

Nov. 1 
 

pp. 111-120 
BB posting complete before class 

   

Week 
12 

Nov. 8 pp. 121-136 
BB posting complete before class 

  Last day 
for 

complete 
withdrawal

Week 
13 

Nov. 15 pp. 146-153 
159-168 

BB posting complete before class 

   

Week 
14 

Nov. 22 You choose a chapter 
BB posting complete before class 

Thanksgiving Break 

Week 
15 

Nov.29 You choose a chapter 
BB posting complete before class 

ESSAY DUE 

   

Week 
16 

Dec. 6 pp. 252-263 
BB posting complete before class 
OPEN MIC – LOCATION TBA 

  Classes 
End 

Week 
17 

Dec. 13 Finals Week – Journal info. Presented, 
portfolio due, poem recited 

 FINAL 
5:00-7:00 

PM 

 

 
 



 


